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Our world has been 
transformed 

into a global village. 

International 
associations must often 

work with a 
multicultural team or 
organize meetings all 

over the world.



Communication in 21st century



Globalization does not mean that there is 
a homogenization of cultures. 





Culture

A complex system of values, beliefs, 
attitudes and customs shared by a society, 
that affects our behaviour and the way we 
communicate. 



Cultural 
shock



We may  share certain values and behaviors, but until we 
all speak the same language,  share the same history, 

the same heroes and the same religion, 

we will continue to be unique.



Why?



The same gesture may 
have different meanings

•USA=OK

• JAPAN=MONEY

•BRAZIL, GREECE  AND 
TURQUEY = INSULT

•RUSSIA=ZERO



Our culture 
determines

•How we see ourselves

•How we see the world 



Faced with a 
different 
culture 

we tend to 
impose our 
own values 

believing them 
to be the best. 





When dealing with 
cultural differences 

We face challenges such 
as building trust, 

leadership style, 

respecting beliefs 

and overcoming 

time and space 
differences.



Space differences

http://select.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=F50711FA3E5B0C718EDDAD0894DE404482


Bus stop 



Main barriers in 
cross cultural 

communication

• Prejudice

• Religion

• Language 



Prejudice



Good manners are not
the same everywhere

In China, Taiwan, and much of 
the Far East, belching is 
considered a compliment to the 
chef and a sign that you have 
eaten well and enjoyed your 
meal.





Religion



Religion and catering



Food Taboos 

• Muslims: pork, lobster, crab and 
shrimps, alcohol

• Jews : idem and dairy products 
mixed with meat (butter, milk, 
cheese, cream).Kosher cutlery

• Hindus: beef and fish (veg) 

• Mormons: Coffee, alcohol, tea and 
tobacco



Drink taboos



Alcohol restrictions



Dress restrictions

Michelle Obama causes outrage in Saudi Arabia 
by not wearing headscarf 

Hundreds of Saudis took to Twitter using 
hashtags translating to 
“#Michelle_Obama_Immodest” and 
"#Michelle_Obama_NotVeiled” to voice their 
disapproval of her decision not to observe 
Saudi customs.





Photoshop



Gender issues





Greetings



In some cultures, 
looking people in the 
eye is assumed to 
indicate honesty and 
straightforwardness

In others it is seen as 
challenging and rude. 



Do not judge but try to understand and respect cultural differences 



Language





How shall I call you?



Guest list: order surnames



Chinese and Japanese are different languages



Check the translation!

• In Russian PEREGRUZKA means 
to overcharge.

• The English translation of RESET  
to Russian is: PEREZAGRUZKA



Language faux pas

He may have had the 
word "delicieuse" in 
mind, which, though 
sounding similar to 

"delicious," would better 
translate into "lovely" or 

"delightful.“



The interpreter



Gift faux pas

“An exchange of  gifts has caused 
embarrassment for both Britain and 
Taiwan after Baroness Susan Kramer, 
the transport minister, presented the 
mayor of Taipei with a watch.

Giving a timepiece as a gift is a taboo in 
Chinese culture because it suggests 
that the recipient's time is running out. 
The phrase "giving a clock" in Chinese 
can also be read as bidding farewell to 
the deceased at a funeral.

The mayor commented the awkward 
exchange by saying he has "no use for 
it" and suggesting, "I can just re-gift it 
to someone else or take it to a scrap 
metal dealer and sell it for cash."

A spokesman for the city later 
attempted to gloss over the mayor's 
comments, insisting that he had just 
been joking.”             

The Guardian



What is cross cultural 
competence?



Knowing how to bridge the gap in behavior to operate effectively, adapting your approach just 
enough to relate effectively, but not so much that it feels inauthentic. 





5 keys for 
cross cultural 
competency:

- Developing linguistic skills

- Valuing diversity

- Respecting yourself and others

- Being conscious of the dynamics of 
cultural interaction

- Avoid stereotyping  



Intercultural competence

The ability to understand and 
manage your own and others' 
cultural worldviews in order to 

be more successful.



Cross culture competence is 
the ability to create 

for oneself 
a comfortable third place 

between 
one’s first culture 

and another culture. 



We need to 
accept that 

it’s a 
continuous 

learning 
process. 



It’s okay to make mistakes, as long as we apologize. 



“Culture is more often a source of conflict than

of synergy. 

Cultural differences are a nuisance at best

and often a disaster. 

But if we really want to globalize, 

there is no way around them

so we better take them 

for what they are.”

(Geert Hofstede)





Wherever you are... do as McDonald's does!



isabel@isabelamaral.com


